FISHING REGULATIONS
PAPEŽ POND

Fishing regulations for the Papež Water Area
Validity: from 1 April 2021
General conditions
These provisions are valid for the Papež Water Area in the Dobříš Cadastral Area. Members
of the fishing inspection authority, who can prove their identity with a fishing inspection authority
card, as well as the Police of the Czech Republic (jointly below as the “inspection authority”), are
entitled to check compliance with these rules. In the event of a breach of these rules or unauthorized
fishing, the inspection authority is entitled to terminate the fisher's daily fishing, or to detain their
fishing gear, their fishing permit, their catch, or to transfer the matter to the Police of the Czech
Republic or another administrative authority. By purchasing a fishing permit, the holder agrees
to comply with all provisions, conditions, and obligations under the fishing regulations
of Colloredo-Mannsfeld spol. s r.o. The operator reserves the right to close the fishing area as a whole
for private purposes.
Fishing season
The fishing season on the Papež Pond runs from 1 April 2021 to 30 November 2021.
Closed season for individual fish species:
From 1 January to 15 June, the following species are protected: asp, zander, wels catfish, and pike
Daily fishing time:
NON-STOP
Behaviour when fishing and fishers’ duties
While fishing, it is necessary for fishers to keep a minimum distance between themselves, namely
3 m; spinning at least 20 m, unless they agree on a smaller distance. Fishing spots shall not be
reserved or modified in any way. When angling, the fisher must be present at the rods so they can
handle them if necessary. If the fisher is fishing in low visibility (at night), they are obliged to illuminate
the place with a white non-glare artificial light. Making an open fire is not allowed. A cooker and aboveground grill are allowed. Fishers are obliged to keep the fishing spot clean and immediately clean up
any of their rubbish.
Method of fishing and fishing equipment
While fishing, it is prohibited to use more than two rods at the same time. Each rod can have two
simple hooks at most. Multi-hook carp fishing rigs with wire feeders are strictly forbidden. Mandatory
equipment for every fisher is an unhooking mat, a landing net with a pole length of at least 70 cm, and
disinfection to treat fish injuries (hook punctures and other injuries). Fishing predatory fish is only
allowed by spinning, from 16 June to 30 November.
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In this fishing ground it is prohibited to:
Use explosive, toxic, or narcotic substances; fish with the use of electric current, shoot fish, catch
fish under the ice, catch fish in lines, by hand, in mesh, catch fish using nets and sacks, wound fish,
or use spikes, traps, fishing hooks without fishing rods; use the blood of any protected animals, incl.
all stages of development, as bait; bait fish with meat, meat mixtures, or dairy sludge; build any
shelter, even with a base (except for so-called bivouacs); use boats for fishing, transport bait by boat,
feed fish (except for loading boats); start a fire in the fishing ground area; use a lure.

If fishers have a bivouac erected for more than 24 hours, they are obliged to have a garbage
basket/bag with them.

Obligations of the fisher during an inspection
At the request of the inspection authority, fishers must demonstrate their authorization to fish
with a valid fishing permit, and prove their identity with an identity card. Fishers are obliged to carry
these documents with them. At the request of the inspection authority, the fisher is obliged to show
the contents of their fishing backpack or other luggage. Furthermore, the inspection authority is
entitled to inspect the baits, lures, and fishing methods used. Fishers are also obliged to surrender
their fishing permit if they are in violation of any of the fishing regulations.
Final provisions
Each permit holder is obliged to return their permit to the place it was issued, immediately after it has
expired. Persons authorized to fish based on this permit are obliged to provide support and
assistance to the inspection authority.

On behalf of the Papež Sports Fishing Ground,
We wish you tight lines!
Jindřich Kučina (Head of RS Dobříš)
Tel.: 702176203
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